
 

 

 
STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 

 
  MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: Manawatu Racing Club Date: Saturday 13th June 2015 
Weather: Overcast 
Track: Heavy (11) 
Rail: Out 5 metres 
Stewards: R Neal (Chairman); N Goodwin; L Tidmarsh and B Bateup.  
Typist: P Penketh 

  GENERAL:  
 

 

  SUPPLEMENTARY:  
 

 

  SUMMARY: 
Swabbing:  JOKING; MISS APPLETON; THE DOLPHIN; SUPERTURF; DRAGON BEAUTY; UPPER CUT; 

KIPKEINO; LES SYLPHIDES;  VEGA. 
Suspensions: Race    

Protests: Race   

Fines: Race    

Warnings: Race  5 
 
7 

L HEMI (Conroy)  
[(Rule 638 (3)(b)(ii)] -use of the whip prior to the final 200 metres. 
D MO (Me Aroha) 
[(Rule 638 (3)(b)(i)]  – use of the whip on a horse not in contention. 

Bleeders: Race   

Horse Actions: Race    

Medical Certificates:                        R Cole -  received     
 

Rider Changes: Race    

Late Scratchings: Race  8 GOOD RISK @3.29pm - dislodged rider and galloped excessive distance.  

 
  RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 WINSTONE WALLBOARDS MAIDEN STEEPLECHASE 

The rider of NELLS BELLE, M McNelis lost the use of his iron after jumping the second fence but retained it soon after. 
NELLS BELLE then baulked at the first fence in the back straight dislodging rider M McNelis who was attended to by St 
John’s medical personnel and cleared to continue riding. 
PAY THE FOX (N Quinn) landed awkwardly at the second fence in the back straight on the final occasion. 
MANGAROA HUSTLER (M Gillies) was inclined to run its fences down throughout losing ground. 
HARD SHOT (D Jensen) lost contact with the field in the early stages, eventually being retired from the event near the 
1000 metres when well back and out of contention. 
THE PAINTER (R Cole) hit the fence near the 600 metres. 
HARVEST THE GOLD fell at the second last fence and dislodged rider D Miller.  Both horse and rider were uninjured. 
Race 2 MILLS REEF WINERY  HANDICAP 

BANNOCKBURN (R Hannam) jumped outwards leaving the barrier crowding WATCH YOUR MAN (N Teeluck) which lost 
ground. 
DANNY BOY (R Myers) was slow to begin (4 lengths). 
AIDE MEMOIRE (J Parkes) lay in under pressure throughout the final straight with the rider having to switch his whip into 
his left hand near the 150 to rectify the filly’s tendency. 



 

 

COOL MOON (K Chiong) commenced to lay out under pressure passing the 250 metres and near the 100 metres shifted out 
inconveniencing AIDE MEMOIRE. Apprentice K Chiong was reminded of her obligations with respect to permitting her 
mounts to shift ground while still riding out.  

BANNOCKBURN and WATCH YOUR MAN (N Teeluck) brushed near the finish when both runners shifted ground. 
Race 3 TASMAN INSULTATION / SENCO NZ MAIDEN HURDLE 

MENDOZA (S Karnicnik) was tightened at the start and got back. 
JUST COLLIE (T Harris) hit the fence near the 800 metres solidly and lost ground. 
BANTENEIGHTY (R Cully) hit the fence near the 600 metre and lost momentum. 
MAGNA CARTA (A Kuru) misjudged the fence near the 600 metres and shortly after landing lost its footing and fell.    
A Kuru was dislodged and then contacted by the trialling CLOEMMBAI (M Mitchell) but was uninjured.  MAGNA 
CARTA suffered a minor laceration to  inside of the nearside nostril. 
CLOEMMBAI (M Mitchell) was hampered by the fallen MAGNA CARTA and was retired from the race after this 
incident. 
When spoken to about the performance of the favourite JUST ISHI, G Walsh said the gelding jumped indifferently 
throughout and struggled in the very holding Heavy 11 track. 
Race 4 MANAWATU ITM AWAPUNI HURDLES 

PROLOGUE (A Kuru) raced keenly in the early and middle stages and was retired from the event after making heavy contact 
with the second last fence when well back. Rider A Kuru reported that the gelding had after hitting the fence the gelding 
had felt very flat thereafter.  A post-race veterinary examination of PROLOGUE revealed no obvious abnormality. 
BIG BROWNIE (S Phelan) hit the second last fence and lost momentum. 
KINGS DEEP (R Cully) blundered on landing after jumping the final fence and lost momentum. 
BIG BROWNIE lost the offside front plate during the running. 

Race 5 THE SPEIGHTS ALE HOUSE HANDICAP 

MAROTIRI MISS (K Smith) began awkwardly and settled back. 
When questioned regarding the performance of CHILL BILL rider J Parkes reported that the gelding was never comfortable 
in the prevailing track conditions. 
L Hemi (CONROY) was issued with a warning regarding the use of her whip prior to the 200 metres. 

Race 6 L J HOOKER MANAWATU STEEPLECHASE 

SNODROPTWINKLETOES (S Fannin) began awkwardly, settled back and then over-raced in the early stages. 
TOM’S MYTH jumped slowly in the early stages. 
IT’S A MESSAGE (R Cully) fell at the fence near 600 metres on the first occasion. TOM’S MYTH which was trailing was 
unable to avoid the fallen runner and became badly unbalanced, dislodging rider N Quinn.  Horses and riders were 
uninjured. 
CARINYA (C Studd) and SNODROPTWINKLETOES both make poor jumps at the fence near the 600 metres on the final 
occasion. 
TIM (T Harris) was retired from the event near the 600 metres when well beaten. 
TIM lost the near front plate during the running and SNODROPTWINKLETOES lost the near rear plate. 

Race 7 HYLAND SPORTSWEAR HANDICAP 

MR COOL BOY (C Johnson) jumped in abruptly at the start hampering INTRANSIGENT (K Smith) and then ME AROHA (D 
Mo) which was unbalanced and lost ground.  
SEA EAGLE (N Teeluck) was slow to begin. 
R Hannam reported that JACK’S BOY was unsuited to the holding nature of the ground today. 
Apprentice C O’Bierne (MAHANADI) was reminded of her obligations with regard to her whip use on a horse out of 
contention. 
Apprentice D Mo (ME AROHA) was issued with warning with regard to his use of the whip on a horse not in contention. 

Race 8 NELSON PINE INDUSTRIES HANDICAP 

GOOD RISK was a late scratching at 3.29pm after dislodging rider R Myers and galloping an excessive distance before being 
recaptured.  R Myers was uninjured. 
TWILIGHT DOLL (D Bradley) was slow to begin. 
ZINIKA (M Singh) began awkwardly and settled back. 
LET’S (K Chiong) had to steady making the turn near the 1800 metres when racing inside of SINGLE GIRL (L Hemi) which 
was taken inward by ACUTELYGOLD (C Johnson) when that runner went forward to lead. C Johnson was reminded of his 
obligations. 
SINGLE GIRL clipped a heel when weakening near the 700 metres.  After questioning the respective riders it was 
established that SINGLE GIRL, when tiring, had shifted inward and made contact with TWILIGHT DOLL which was racing 

tight to the outside of LES SYLPHIDES and when being corrected TWILIGHT DOLL had shifted out crowding SINGLE 
GIRL out onto the heels of WINDERMERE LAD (M Dravitzki) which resulted in SINGLE GIRL making contact with that 
runner’s heels.  No further action was required. 



 

 

BEAU ZED (A Jones), despite being pressured, lost contact in the early and middle stages however made up ground in the 
final straight to finish in 4th placing. 
M Dravitzki advised that WINDERMERE LAD did not handle the Heavy 11 track conditions. 

Race 9 IPL PLYWOOD HANDICAP 

JACKSON STREET (K Myers) and DANCE IN THE PARK (R Myers) were slow away. 
LAWRIES IMPACT (L Hemi) jumped outwards abruptly leaving the barrier hampering SINGLE MISSION (R Hannam) 
and VEGA (C Johnson) which lost ground 
DEAGON (D Bradley) was held up from the 600 metres until near the 400 metres. 
JOLLY GIRL hung out in the early part of the home straight with rider J Parkes switching his whip to the left hand with 
the mare making up some ground over the final 200 metres. 
N Teeluck reported that METRO MISS was unhappy in the track conditions. 

 


